Bigger! Better 'BS? We challenge the penis-enlargement industry.

Golden Gun Capsules
I'm not sure what's in those Chinese-bought pills, aside from promises of precise herbs and animals, but I must admit it's been fun. That's why I'm using confidence restored from the label's indica-
tions of 'undiscovered natural organic... wait a minute, no, it's just a yellow pill. After a week or two, I start to notice an increase in size and a slight improvement in erections. I notice my nighttime erections are a bit harder and longer especially during those times when I would usually, you know, you know. Now, I can see the penis of my spouse, John. "I get to my penis!" I can."

Beverly Hills Surgical Specialists
Beverly Hills Surgical Specialists is the first to offer an incision and release some ligaments. Then you use weights to stretch it out. Two weeks after the surgery, I could have sex again. Six months later, I got the "allograft" and added an inch and a half to the circumference. They peel it down like a banana and add layers of human tissue. It takes eight weeks to heal. Now it's over 7 inches around. I'm better than having a Corvette. I can never be too big. It touches the ground. I want it to touch the next city. Lou "Huge" Dick [Patient "Lou" was provided by BHSS. —eds.]